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President’s message
It is always good to reach a significant
milestone and FOMS has recently managed
this with a celebration of its 10th anniversary.
Looking past the bubbly and cake that we
enjoyed on the occasion, it was a time to
reflect on the achievements on the first
decade and to look to the next decade and
beyond.
There is no doubt that our first decade has
been a good one, plenty of achievements
on the ground and recognition of the worth
of these in the form of both heritage
conservation and biodiversity conservation
awards. The next decade will be a more
testing one though, because like almost all
voluntary organisations we have an ageing
membership and succession difficulties with
our key positions. Plenty of challenges to
face, but we are pressing on with an active
programme of field work, beginning with a
joint working bee at Dalhousie Springs with
our sister organisation, Friends of the Simpson
Desert Parks (FOS) towards the end of May.
On the organisation side of things, it was a
pleasure to be able to announce at our most
recent meeting that Lynn Brake has agreed
to accept the position of Patron of FOMS,
replacing our foundation Patron Dr Barbara
Hardy AO. Lynn is a foundation member of
FOMS and a widely respected figure for his
long involvement in both national and state
initiatives to better manage the Great
Artesian Basin. We have no doubt that he
will bring to the position of Patron the same
authority and respect that Barbara has
provided for so many years. We extend
once again our thanks to Barbara and a very
warm welcome to Lynn in his new position.

I commend this Newsletter to you and thank
our tireless Secretary Simon Lewis for putting it
together. There is no doubt that Simon is one
of the main reasons FOMS functions as well
as it does, his tireless efforts keeping us on
track time and again. In extending these
thanks to him I know that I am speaking for
the entire membership – we salute you
Simon!

In This Edition:
• We celebrate 10 years of FOMS and
welcome the new FOMS Patron, Lynn
Brake – see page 2.
• We report on the imminent FOMS field
trip to Dalhousie Springs to assist the
Friends of The Simpson Parks (FOS) with
their annual working bee - see page 3.
• We provide an update on DEWNR’s
Desert Jewels project aimed at
improved management of mound
springs in SA – see page 4.
• We report on a new strategic
management plan to be developed for
the GAB – see page 5.
• We also report on a targeted FOMS work
trip – in late July 2016 – to maintain and
repair fencing around springs on several
pastoral stations – see page 5.
Note on lead photo. Strangways Springs is best

known for its role as an Overland Telegraph
Repeater Station. However, the site was originally
developed as a sheep enterprise and the ruins here
are part of a sheep holding enclosure at the
Strangways site.

FOMS Celebrates 10 Years
2016 marks a significant milestone for the
Friends of Mound Springs – our ten-year
anniversary. For some members it may not
seem that long ago when the inaugural
meeting was held at DEWNR’s Keswick offices
in 2006 but ten years have passed and much
has been achieved by FOMS in the intervening
period.
FOMS held a formal celebration of its
anniversary at its recent meeting on 14 April
2016. Special guests included Dene Cordes,
the “father” of the Friends of Parks network in
SA; Tony Magor, Manager, Public Lands and
Co-management, Natural Resources SA Arid
Lands, DEWNR; and Lelia Kamphorst, DEWNR’s
recently appointed Community Engagement
Officer in the SA Arid Lands region.

Dene Cordes (left) and Colin Harris cut the
celebratory 10-year cake.

An apology was received from David Mitchell,
the long-standing Immediate Past President of
Friends of Parks Inc. and strong supporter of
FOMS.
As part of the celebration there was a visual
retrospective of FOMS ten years of activity in
the region, with protective works at the Peake
and walking trails at the Peake and Strangways
being particular highlights. The group also
spent some time considering the future, noting
the challenges of attracting new members
and organising succession.
The celebration was capped off with a cakecutting session presided over by Dene Cordes
and FOMS President Colin Harris. Tony Magor
then presented 10-year badges to the
founding members present at the meeting.

Tony Magor (right) presents Brendan Lay with
his 10 year badge

New Patron for FOMS
We are pleased to announce that Lynn Brake
has accepted the position of FOMS Patron.
FOMS members will recall the marvellous
contribution made by our former Patron
Barbara Hardy OA. Barbara provided huge
support for FOMS from the time of the Group’s
inception and contributed the funds needed
for the second print run of FOMS’ three
brochures (the general Mound Springs
brochure and the brochures for the
Strangways and Peake walking trails) in 2014.
With Barbara stepping down as Patron in 2014,
the FOMS executive gave lengthy
consideration to a potential successor before
agreeing unanimously that Lynn Brake would
be an eminently suitable Patron. Lynn has
graciously accepted the role and brings to
the position decades of experience in Great
Artesian Basin and other arid areas water
resources management issues at the national,
state and regional levels. He has provided
strong support for FOMS and has been a
valuable link with the GAB Coordinating
Committee.

New FOMS Patron, Lynn Brake

Lynn was one of the founding members of
FOMS and we welcome him to the role of
Patron.
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FOMS to join FOS at Dalhousie
Springs
As many would know, the Friends of Simpson
Desert Parks (FOS) has the major role in
supporting DEWNR in the management of
Dalhousie Springs in Witjira National Park. Over
the years, FOS has helped the Department
with some quite major infrastructure works at
Dalhousie which have contributed significantly
to improved visitor management as well as
enhancing the experience of visitors.
In recent years, FOS has organised an annual
working bee at Dalhousie and, in 2016, the
working bee is to be held from 23 May to 1
June. This year, FOMS has decided to team up
with FOS at the Dalhousie working bee and this
will be FOMS’ main field trip for 2016. At this
stage, ten FOMS members will be making the
trip.

As usual, FOS organisers have developed a full
program with a range of tasks. For those
looking for physical activity there will be
concreting of a new pathway and installation
of decking on pedestrian bridges near the
main pool. Also planned are monitoring of
revegetation sites and photo-points and
surveys of date palm regrowth around the
springs. Some of this work will link directly with
DEWNR’s Desert Jewels project which is aiming
to improve the overall management of SA’s
mound springs.
For those keen to venture further afield, it is
also planned that photo-points in the Simpson
Desert will be re-visited and new photo-points
will be established – aiming to monitor vehicle
impacts in the Simpson.
This promises to be an excellent trip and we
will report on this in our next newsletter.

Morning mist at Dalhousie Springs

Kidman Sale still under negotiation
Members would be aware that the pastoral
holdings of S Kidman and Co have been on the
market for some time. This is of particular
relevance to FOMS as much of our activity has
focussed on mound springs in Kidman country
and we have a good working relationship with
Kidman personnel. For example, the walking trails
at the Peake and Strangways are on Kidman
country. Kidman Managing Director Greg
Campbell has been very supportive.

sale to Chinese interests (Dakang Australia and its
minor partner Australian Rural Capital) is approved
the Anna Creek and Peake leases will be bought by
the South Australian Williiams cattle company, the
latter already holding the northern cattle country
leases of Hamilton, Nilpinna, Mt Sarah, Mt Barry and
Arckaringa.

An independent review of the sale process has
recently been undertaken by the Commonwealth
Government. Following that review, the Treasurer
has announced, on 29 April, that his preliminary view
Members may also be aware that because of
is that the acquisition by foreign interests is not in the
national strategic concerns centred around
national interest. Dakang Australia has been given a
Woomera the Commonwealth Government has
indicated that it will not allow any sale to Chinese short natural justice period to respond to this
interests if it includes the Anna Creek (and Peake) preliminary decision.
pastoral leases.
It will be some months before any final decisions are
taken but it will be very important for FOMS to
In response to this, the Kidman company has
establish a good rapport with any new lessee.
excised those leases from its larger sale holding
and it has been announced recently that if the
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Update on Desert Jewels Project
Members may recall that the Department of
Environment, Water and Natural Resources
(DEWNR) initiated a project in mid-2013 to
develop clearer ideas about the management
of mound springs in South Australia. This project
– over three years and funded through a
$1million Commonwealth Government grant –
is known as the Desert Jewels Project and FOMS
has been a partner throughout. The project is
now in its final year.

Fencing of Levi Springs on the Peake is also
planned. FOMS originally hoped to fence Levi
Springs within one enclosure of about 1.5
square kilometres, in a configuration that would
also include the impressive rock formations at
this site. However, following an inspection of the
site with representatives of the local Arabana
people and further consultation with the
Arabana Directors’ Group, it has been agreed
that fencing will be limited to the springs and
their immediate environs

A particular interest for FOMS has been the
proliferation of reeds (Phragmites) at many
springs that have been protected from grazing
impacts. This proliferation has been to the
apparent detriment of other wetland species
and FOMS has been keen to see active
management trials undertaken with the aim of
restoring greater habitat diversity at springs
affected by Phragmites. Two springs – the
Fountain on the Peake pastoral lease and
Beatrice Spring on Finniss Springs – have been
selected for burning trials and DEWNR’s project
team has obtained clearance from the local
Arabana people for the burns to be
undertaken. The Arabana will assist with the trial
burns so that they mimic traditional burns as
much as possible.

Colin Harris, Bernice Cohen and FOMS colleagues
inspect prolific Phragmites growth at the
Fountain.

The trial burns at the Fountain and Beatrice
were planned for March 2016 but heavy rains in
the area during that month have led to their
deferment. Weather permitting, the trial burns
will take place shortly.
A second focus for FOMS in the Desert Jewels
project has been the fencing of additional
spring areas. At Billa Kalina Station, a spring will
be fenced in a configuration that will allow part
of the spring wetland to be grazed by cattle in
a controlled manner. Another part of the
fenced spring will remain ungrazed to provide
a comparison in terms of grazing impacts.
DEWNR has purchased and delivered the
required fencing materials and Billa Kalina
manager Colin Greenfield will erect the fence.

Spring and rock formation at Levi Springs

New FOMS Website up and
running
We are very pleased to announce that the new
Friends of Mound Springs website is now
operational and can be viewed at
www.friendsofmoundsprings.org.au.

The website also provides access to all of the
FOMS newsletters and a selection of scientific
papers for those looking for more detail about
mound springs and their ecology.

During 2015, FOMS engaged the assistance of
website designer Jeremy Carter to undertake a
complete overhaul of the website. The new site
is highly interactive, with general information as
well as a focus on feature spring groups such as
Dalhousie, the Peake, Strangways and Wabma
Kadarbu Mound Springs Conservation Park.

FOMS intends to retain the services of Jeremy
Carter as website manager. In the meantime,
any feedback about the site is most welcome.
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New GAB Plan to be developed.
The Australian Government has recently
circulated information about the development
of a new Great Artesian Basin (GAB) Strategic
Management Plan. The first GAB Strategic
Management Plan was endorsed by the
Australian and relevant State Governments in
2000 – providing a 15 year framework for
groundwater management in the GAB. The
plan attempted to strike an appropriate
balance in attaining environmental, social and
economic benefits in a sustainable manner.

-artesian-basin/strategic-management-plan.
Comments can be emailed to
gabreview@agriculture.gov.au

In 2015, a review of the 2000 Strategic
Management Plan was undertaken by the
Commonwealth and State Governments and
the GAB Coordinating Committee. This process
enabled a review of progress and
achievements during the life of the first Plan
and identification of a range of new issues that
need to be addressed. The information
provided by the Australian Government
indicates that consultation on the new
Strategic Management Plan will occur in mid
to late 2016, including targeted regional
meetings and online surveys.
FOMS will remain vigilant for opportunities to
comment on the new Plan.
All are invited to view the review report Future
Directions for the Management of the Great
Artesian Basin on the website
environment.gov.au/water/environment/great

FOMS to check on Mound Spring
Fencing
The 1980s were an important decade for
mound spring conservation in South Australia.
Dalhousie Springs were conserved within Witjira
National Park, proclaimed in 1985, and, in the
early 1980s, the State Environment Department
commissioned major studies to survey the
State’s mound springs and to identify springs
warranting priority for protection. As a direct
result of those studies, the Environment
Department selected nine priority springs and,
in collaboration with the relevant pastoral
lessees, established protective fencing around
those springs in the period 1984 to 1988. Since
that time, two of the fenced springs – Blanche
Cup and the Bubbler – have been included
within the Wabma Kadarbu Mound Springs
Conservation Park.
The other springs fenced during this program
are on pastoral leases – Big Perry, the Fountain,
Twelve Mile, Outside and Tarlton on the Peake;
Nilpinna Spring on Nilpinna Station; and Big
Cadna-Owie on Allandale Station. While there
has been minor repair work on some of these
fences, this 30 year-old fencing is now in need

Great Artesian Basin showing main spring
areas (circled in red), main recharge areas
(orange) and general flow direction (green
arrows).

of some serious maintenance. At one location
(Twelve Mile Spring) realignment of a short
section of fence is needed where cattle have
gained access to the exclosure.
In late July 2016, a small FOMS team will
undertake a field trip to check, repair and
maintain the fencing at the above springs.
While on-site, the group will also undertake
some vegetation monitoring – the vegetation
was monitored annually by the Department
from 1984 to 2005 but this work has not
continued since that time.

Fencing at Twelve Mile Spring
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Frank Badman Natural
History Library - an
opportunity for FOMS
members
In our FOMS’ Newsletter of October last
year we paid tribute to Frank Badman who
died on 26 September 2015. Frank was a
self-taught naturalist who by dint of hard
work and a passion for the outback
became widely respected as a field
botanist and ornithologist.
In the course of his life he accumulated a
considerable library of natural history texts
and journals relevant to his interests and in a
most generous gesture his wife Evan and
son Shane have donated the library to
FOMS. Shane has also joined FOMS and he
was one of several new members we were
pleased to welcome at our most recent
meeting (14 April 2016).
Members will be aware that FOMS does not
have physical premises to store a library of
this kind and it is therefore offering the
books to FOMS’ members on a permanent
loan basis.

Members are welcome to hold and use any
of the items for as long as they remain
members of FOMS. The library has several
hundred books, journals and DVDs dealing
with various aspects of outback natural
history. Consistent with Frank’s passion for
plants and birds, the bulk of the holdings
focus on these.
This is a rare opportunity for FOMS’ members
to obtain quality material to add to their
own libraries and anyone interested is
encouraged to get in touch with our
President Colin Harris, who is temporarily
housing the material at his home:
Colin Harris
colin.harris6@bigpond.com
(08) 8331 3571, mob. 0428 858 355

Friends of Mound Springs
If you wish to become a member, please contact FOMS Treasurer Hadyn Hanna – see
contact details below. The membership subscription is currently $20 per household per
calendar year.

OFFICE-BEARERS and RELEVANT CONTACT DETAILS
PRESIDENT

Colin Harris PSM

08 8331 3571

colin.harris6@bigpond.com

SECRETARY

Simon Lewis

0449 952 312

sealewis@bigpond.com

TREASURER
PROGRAM
COORDINATOR

Hadyn Hanna
Brendan Lay

0488 573 387,
0430 595 947

hadyn.hanna@gmail.com
brenandbis@gmail.com

PUBLICITY
OFFICERS

Sarah Lewis
Simon Lewis

0418 560 313
As above

Sarah.lewis@sa.gov.au
As above

SAFETY OFFICER

Bruce Gotch

08 8280 7392

bgotch@picknowl.com.au

AUDITOR

Brian Donaghy

bdonaghy@internode.on.net
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